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A comparative study of the effects of intervention produced by swimming on 
obese and obesity resistant rats suffering an NAFLD 
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School of Physical Education South China Normal University Guangzhou 510006 China

Abstract: In order to probe into the pathogenesis of NAFLD suffered by obese and obesity resistant rats and 

whether there are any differences between the effects of intervention produced by exercising on different tendency 

models, so as to provide experimental data for controlling NAFLD better, the authors established models by means 

of high fat food induction, selected obese and obesity resistant rats therefrom, confirmed the success of model estab-

lishment via pathological slices of liver tissues, then let the rats swim for 5 weeks, observed the effects of interven-

tion produced by exercising on different types of NAFLD by measuring indexes such as body fat, fat to weight ratio, 

blood fat, liver index, leptin index, fastening blood glucose and insulin level etc after exercising was finished, and 

revealed the following findings: there was no significant difference between the body mass of the rats in the obesity 

resistant group and the body mass of the rats in the normal group, but the same as the rats in the obese group, the 

rats in the obesity resistant group had an energy metabolism disorder; the rats in the obese group had insulin resis-

tance and leptin resistance, while the rats in the obesity resistant group showed no insulin resistance but leptin resis-

tance; the effect of NAFLD improvement produced by swimming on the rats in the obese group was more signifi-

cant than the effect of NAFLD improvement produced by swimming on the rats in the obesity resistant group. The 

findings indicate the followings: the pathogenesis of NAFLD suffered by the rats in the obese group is not the same 

as the pathogenesis of NAFLD suffered by the rats in the obesity resistant group, neither are the effects of interven-
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tion produced by swimming on them; swimming increases energy consumption, reduces lipid deposition, can sig-

nificantly improve leptin resistance of the rats in the obese group, thus restore the fat-insulin negative feedback 

regulation mechanism, then improve IR, and promote the turnaround of NAFLD; the mechanism of improvement 

produced by swimming on the rats in the obesity resistant group may be different from the mechanism of improve-

ment produced by swimming on the rats in the OB group; swimming improves leptin resistance and promotes the 

turnaround of NAFLD mainly by regulating the leptin receptor binding rate. 
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x
n/ /g Lee’s /( cm-1)

C 9 419.3±11.38 301.57±8.45 
ON 9 494.15±14.932  329.62±17.252

ONE 9 447.5±9.151 3  304.64±15.893

OR 9 441±11.253  306.92±7.283

ORE 9 420.5±12.313 4  302.50±11.313

C 1)P 0.05 2)P 0.01 ON 3)P 0.01 ONE
4)P 0.05  

x

n/ /g /g /
C 9 4.36±1.52 3.43±0.38 3.38±0.63 
ON 9 7.68±1.352  6.62±0.832  4.85±0.951

ONE 9 5.54±0.683  4.62±0.253  3.92±0.763

OR 9 4.63±0.453  3.83±0.483  3.52±0.543

ORE 9 4.40±0.583  3.55±0.343  3.48±0.583

ON 1)P 0.05 2)P 0.01 C 3)P 0.05  

x

n/ c(TC)/(mmo L-1) c(HDL-C)/(mmo L-1) c(LDL-C)/ mmo L-1 c(FFA)/(mmo L-1)
C 9 1.65±0.45 0.84±0.11 0.59±0.15 390.53±60.23 
ON 9 4.38±1.082) 0.54±0.18 1.08±0.342) 894.58±70.652)

ONE 9 2.73±0.904) 0.81±0.10 0.74±0.28 534.43±46.941)3)

OR 9 2.69±0.684) 0.72±0.15 0.96±0.122) 764.58±78.212)

ORE 9 2.13±0.814) 0.72±0.08 0.80±0.143) 620.63±46.781)

n/ /10-3 w( TG)/(m g-1) w( TC)/(m g-1) ALT /( L-1)
C 9 27.30±2.60 16.50±3.70 8.30±3.20 46.52±10.38 
ON 9 48.20±6.702) 53.60±7.802) 11.20±3.40 78.36±18.731)

ONE 9 39.80±5.201)3) 28.70±5.204) 8.80±2.70 54.28±11.313)

OR 9 37.60±5.803) 33.40±3.801)3) 8.60±3.50 74.21±10.821)

ORE 9 32.50±6.504) 25.90±7.204) 8.70±2.90 60.62±14.723)

C 1)P 0.05 2)P 0.01 ON 3)P 0.05 4)P 0.01 
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A C b ON c ONE d OR e ORE (×200) 

x

n/ c(FBG)/(mmo L-1) FINS /(m L-1) HOMA-IR c(TG)/(mmo L-1) (Leptin)/(n mL-1)
C 9 5.93±0.48 26.83±7.8 6.9±1.6 0.73±0.20 1.36±0.31 
ON 9 9.87±0.952) 51.58±12.732)6) 11.2±3.82) 1.64±0.192)6) 3.56±0.662)5)

ONE 9 6.05±0.80 31.67±10.983) 8.3±2.53) 0.86±0.234) 1.76±0.434)

OR 9 7.69±0.85 42.64±14.31) 12.5±3.32) 1.15±0.261) 2.23±0.391)

ORE 9 6.70±0.49 34.75±12.9 9.1±2.15) 1.02±0.131) 1.58±0.24 
C 1)P 0.05 2)P 0.01 ON 3)P 0.05 4)P 0.01 OR 5)P 0.05 6)P 0.01 

a b c

d e
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